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The PK ring can be a powerful magical weapon in a magician's arsenal. Hiding in plain sight, the
device offers a strong, mysterious motive energy that can be tapped in many ways. PK Ring
Magic: The Missing Manual provides detailed, practical routines and effects that will bring your
magic to a whole new level.In this book, you will find applications in six general areas: animation;
levitation; electromagnetic interference; manipulation; penetration; and mentalism. The invisible
force of the PK ring can be applied to create effects in all of these areas and more. In each area,
the book provides complete routines, tips and pointers, as well as insightful ideas for further
exploration.PK Ring Magic: The Missing Manual provides a framework for experimentation with
a PK ring, offering suggestions and effects that you can employ and adapt to your style. These
routines should be seen as exemplary rather than encyclopedic; they are intended to inspire you
to create your own routines and uses for the ring. As with any magical device, the most
marvelous uses of the PK ring are those that are uniquely yours. Take the time to learn its
powers, then apply them to your own performance style. The investment will yield some
extraordinary magic!Whether you already own a PK ring, or are simply thinking about acquiring
one, this book belongs in your magic library.

Enss gives us the stories behind many of the beauties who captivated Buffalo Bill. She gives us
a clearer insight into a simple yet complicated man—the showman Buffalo Bill and the man Bill
Cody. Yet for all of his fame, money, and problems, he was a complex hero, and Enss gives us
some clues and answers to his character. . . . My hat is always doffed and a glass is raised to the
hero of the West, Buffalo Bill, and now, thanks to Chris, a glass is raised to her.—from the
Foreword by Peter SheraykoPraise for other books by Chris Enss and Howard Kanzanjian For
Thunder Over the Prairie-- “I just finished “Thunder Over the Prairie.” It was fantastic! The story
was totally captivating. I love the way we started by meeting Dora, and were given just enough
information about her to grow to like her and then she’s taken away from us. I guess that’s kind of
how her life was. The reader feels just like the people of Dodge City must have felt, to lose her so
early and tragically. Then we meet the posse. The names are all familiar but their stories not as
well known. To hear them swap stories between themselves, then to read their histories, gets us
to understand how it is that they are all here at this particular time and together for this event. You
feel that they’re destined to succeed in capturing this animal. How could they fail? I loved the
book and have recommended it to others already.” Dale Warshaw, Literary CriticKMSB TV
Tucson, AZ. “Thunder Over the Prairie, written with cinematic clarity and a galloping pace, is a
wonderful primer for the considerable literature on Bat Masterson, Wyatt Earp et. al. This
accessible narrative of a fascinating episode in the careers of these well-known western icons is
filled with characters that are archetypal yet utterly fresh at the same time. This charming book



is the perfect read for anyone lingering over a drink (or two) in a dusty western saloon on a lazy
afternoon.” Jay O’Connell, author of Train Robber’s Daughter: The Melodramatic Life of Eva
Evans, 1876-1970 “Lawmen, cowboys, songbirds and soiled doves…it doesn’t get much
better. A shooting, a chase and a trial whose verdict changes all of their lives. Thunder Over the
Prairie is a great story from the history of our American West, warts and all.” Dakota & Sunny
LivesayChronicles of the Old West For The Cowboy and the Senorita: "A bittersweet and
engrossing book."--True West magazine"[Roy and Dale's] real-life story is one the reader will
recall long after the book's cover is closed; it's also a chance for a new generation of fans to
rediscover this cowboy and his senorita."--ForeWord magazine For Gilded Girls—"Gilded Girls
is a delicious, illuminating glimpse at the colorful and often scandalous women who made their
living performing for the restless souls of the Old West."--Bob Boze Bell, True West
magazine "Before the hottest performer today, the unforgettable, feisty women in the Old West
saga Gilded Girls reigned supreme as the most luscious kind of talent available--truly a
wonderful scathing read!"--Jennie Lew Tugend, Capstone Pictures "With Gilded Girls Chartier
and Enss have again shown us an overlooked facet of the women in the Old West....A must-read
for anyone who wants a well-rounded knowledge of the 1800s in Western America."--Dakota
and Sunny Livesay, Chronicle of the Old West newspaper For Pistol Packin’ Madams— “Hard
workin’, hard livin’, and hard lovin’, these pistol-packin’ madams were the brave and colorful
business women of the old west. What an inspiration . . . .”—Kim Dickens, Deadwood’s Joanie
Stubbs For None Wounded, None Missing, All Dead— "If you're enjoying the back cover of this
book, just wait 'til you read what'sinside".Clint Black "Through insightful research and good
storytelling, the authors have brought to life an untold story from the annals of American history.
Behind the battle of the Little Bighorn, and afterward, Enss and Kazanjian have given us the real
story of George Custer and his wife Elizabeth, and explores a marriage and life heretofore
unknown. A must read for all who thought they knew Custer. " Rodman Gregg, Film & Television
producer "None Missing, None Wounded, All Dead:The Story of Elizabeth BaconCuster
contains startling disclosures from freshly discovered documents that reveal previously unknown
facts about the most famous couple of the nineteenth century. This book is detailed, well
documented, and historically valuable." Christopher Kortlander Founding Director Custer
Battlefield Museum --This text refers to the paperback edition.From the Back CoverMore than a
hundred books and articles have been written about Cody the frontiersman and entertainer.
What more could be said? Well, in The Many Loves of Buffalo Bill, Chris Enss has uncovered
another notch in the Shakespearean life of Bill Cody. Yes, Cody was a showman, a frontiersman.
Yet he was a man, a man in the truest sense of the word, one who cut his own trail and followed
his own spirit guide. . . . And he was tainted with the sins of man: an eye for beauty and strength;
an admirer of courage and adventure; and, in some circles, a weakness for cigars, whiskey, and
women.--This text refers to the paperback edition.About the AuthorChris Enss is an award-
winning screen writer who has written for television, short subject films, live performances, and
for the movies, and is the co-author (with JoAnn Chartier) of Love Untamed: True Romances



Stories of the Old West, Gilded Girls: Women Entertainers of the Old West, and She Wore A
Yellow Ribbon: Women Patriots and Soldiers of the Old West and The Cowboy and the Senorita;
Happy Trails; The Young Duke; None Wounded, None Missing All Dead; and Thunder Over the
Prairie—soon to be a motion picture— with Howard Kazanjian. Her recent books include Frontier
Teachers: Stories of Heroic Women of the Old West and The Doctor Wore Petticoats. Enss has
done everything from stand-up comedy to working as a stunt person at the Old Tucson Movie
Studio. She learned the basics of writing for film and television at the University of Arizona.--This
text refers to the paperback edition.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights reserved.Enss
gives us the stories behind many of the beauties who captivated Buffalo Bill. She gives us a
clearer insight into a simple yet complicated man―the showman Buffalo Bill and the man Bill
Cody. Yet for all of his fame, money, and problems, he was a complex hero, and Enss gives us
some clues and answers to his character. . . . My hat is always doffed and a glass is raised to the
hero of the West, Buffalo Bill, and now, thanks to Chris, a glass is raised to her.―from the
Foreword by Peter Sherayko--This text refers to the paperback edition.Read more
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PK Ring Magic: The Missing Manual By Gary R. Brown Copyright 2012 Gary R.
Brown. All Right Reserved. “One Ring to rule them all,One Ring to find them,One Ring to bring
them alland in the darkness bind them.” J. R. R. Tolkien,The Fellowship of the
RingIntroductionFor centuries, magnetism has been a trusted ally of the magician. And little
wonder -- the unique, incomprehensible properties of magnets make them a perfect fit for the
conjurer. Without any source of power, magnets invisibly and silently attract ferrous metals
without contact, alternately repel or attract other magnets, hold items in position indefinitely and
defy gravity. As such, magicians embedded magnets in all kinds of conjuring apparatus, from
pocket tricks to stage illusions. Most famously, Robert-Houdin powered his “Light and Heavy
Chest” with a concealed electromagnet, an effect which, the magician claimed, helped avert a
war. Less dramatically, the ubiquitous “Dime Penny Block” uses a magnet to lift a steel-lined
penny cover from a hidden dime. In 1895, a scientist discovered neodymium, a substance that
would result in the creation of so-called rare earth magnets, which are actually not rare at all.
Beginning in the 1950s, perfection of manufacturing techniques resulted in production of rare
earth magnets that were smaller, cheaper and more powerful than ever imagined. The
availability of these magnets accelerated innovation in magnetic conjuring. As a result, magnets
now provide the motive force for a plethora of gaffs and gimmicks, including shell coins, chop
cups, penetrating pens, poker chips and slates. Nearly every magician has performed an effect
in which a magnet provided the modus operandi. But it was not until the beginning of the 21st
Century that the magnetic gimmick found its ultimate expression.In January 2006, Britain’s
World Magic Shop released the Wizard PK Ring. The intrinsic brilliance of the gimmick, coupled
with an enticing marketing campaign, yielded explosive popularity. Magic magazines carried
glowing reviews and full-page ads. The buzz on web sites and magicians’ chat groups grew to a
deafening roar. Within months of its release, the PK ring became one of the top ten items sold
by magic dealers, and the item remained on that list for well over a year. A bevy of imitators
offered competing PK rings. Related products followed: one inventor devised a PK ring
accessory that functions in a manner similar to a thumb tip, dealers offered shim cards and steel-
core coins and Wizard released different ring styles and a DVD of PK ring routines. This
success is unsurprising. The PK ring -- a powerful magnet disguised as a gold or silver wedding
band -- represents one of the most ingenious gimmicks ever devised. The Wizard PK Ring was
not first gimmicked finger ring, as magicians have a long history of conjuring with similar items.
The Himber Ring, which allows a magician to link “borrowed” finger rings together, may be the
most famous predecessor. Jardine Ellis developed a larger ring with a shell, later produced as a
finger ring, which greatly simplified many ring-on-string and ring-on-stick type effects. Direct
antecedents of the PK ring -- such as the Elohim Ring and the MasteRing -- employed
embedded magnets. Unfortunately, in recent years, some high quality children’s magic sets
feature ridiculously oversized wooden finger rings studded with magnets. These gimmicks are



used to accomplish several effects, including a mentalism effect. This development prompted
one lay colleague of mine to observe that “based on my son’s magic kit, I thought all tricks were
accomplished with large magnetic rings.”But the PK ring differed radically from its forebears.
Forged entirely from neodymium, then coated in gold or silver, the ring looks like a common
wedding band. Yet its completely natural appearance effectively conceals a powerful 360°
magnetic force. Cost proved another advantage -- large-scale production of PK rings rendered
them relatively inexpensive, while rings like the MasteRing cost many times more. Incidentally,
while it is fairly certain that the World Magic Shop’s introduction of the ring represented an
innovation for the conjuring world, there is evidence to suggest that the idea of a spun
neodymium rare earth magnet concealed as a wedding band originated in a separate field.
Vendors catering to individuals who adhere to the probably erroneous belief that magnetic fields
offer health benefits produced similar items before the release of the Wizard PK ring. This is
unimportant in terms of credit for the invention -- many magic innovations are adaptations of
items manufactured for other purposes.To its many purchasers, the PK ring seems to offer
unlimited possibilities -- imagine a powerful magnet mounted openly on your finger but hidden in
a devilishly clever way. But what exactly does one do with it? The instruction booklet that came
with the first Wizard ring -- really more of a brochure -- offered only two ideas. First, the
manufacturer describes a coin through glass routine, which, alas, does not work with standard
U.S. coinage (the instructions suggest using steel-core, post-1995 British pennies). Second,
the booklet advises, the gimmick can be used to stop -- momentarily -- the second hand of an
analog watch, a lackluster effect discussed further in the chapter on electromagnetic
interference. So effectively employing this mischievous marvel requires experimentation.
To do so, one must wear the ring regularly, which you should do only if you usually wear a
wedding band or you can do so without undue suspicion. (If you can’t, please don’t bother
getting one. Fourteen-year-olds, for example, cannot use this gimmick.) With it on your finger all
the time, you’ll think of lots of uses for it. Indeed, omnipresence represents one of the device’s
strongest attributes -- and may be unique to the ring. You could try to wear a thumb tip regularly,
but would almost certainly get caught at some point and almost always feel like a lunatic. You
can carry a card wallet, yet most of the time it will remain in your pocket rather than your hand.
Gimmicked pens, such as the pen-thru-anything and ITR pens, probably come closest to the PK
ring’s ubiquity, but the ring on your finger provides continual access to its magical properties. You
should wear your ring habitually for two reasons. First, your acquaintances will grow
accustomed to its presence -- the more you wear it, the more invisible the ring will become.
Second, wearing it will encourage you to experiment with it. Having it on all the time will make
you think. Experimentation is critical because the true strengths of the PK ring lie
outside the areas in which it has been marketed. For example, some manufacturers and dealers
tout the ring’s potential for animation effects, however, its powers in this regard are extremely
limited. Meanwhile, its rarely discussed potential as a mentalism tool may well represent its
strongest use. Like any magic gimmick, the PK ring has some significant limitations.



Overcoming these challenges is critical to successfully designing routines and effects.

PK Ring Magic: The Missing Manual By Gary R. Brown Copyright 2012 Gary R.
Brown. All Right Reserved. “One Ring to rule them all,One Ring to find them,One Ring to bring
them alland in the darkness bind them.” J. R. R. Tolkien,The Fellowship of the
RingIntroductionFor centuries, magnetism has been a trusted ally of the magician. And little
wonder -- the unique, incomprehensible properties of magnets make them a perfect fit for the
conjurer. Without any source of power, magnets invisibly and silently attract ferrous metals
without contact, alternately repel or attract other magnets, hold items in position indefinitely and
defy gravity. As such, magicians embedded magnets in all kinds of conjuring apparatus, from
pocket tricks to stage illusions. Most famously, Robert-Houdin powered his “Light and Heavy
Chest” with a concealed electromagnet, an effect which, the magician claimed, helped avert a
war. Less dramatically, the ubiquitous “Dime Penny Block” uses a magnet to lift a steel-lined
penny cover from a hidden dime. In 1895, a scientist discovered neodymium, a substance that
would result in the creation of so-called rare earth magnets, which are actually not rare at all.
Beginning in the 1950s, perfection of manufacturing techniques resulted in production of rare
earth magnets that were smaller, cheaper and more powerful than ever imagined. The
availability of these magnets accelerated innovation in magnetic conjuring. As a result, magnets
now provide the motive force for a plethora of gaffs and gimmicks, including shell coins, chop
cups, penetrating pens, poker chips and slates. Nearly every magician has performed an effect
in which a magnet provided the modus operandi. But it was not until the beginning of the 21st
Century that the magnetic gimmick found its ultimate expression.In January 2006, Britain’s
World Magic Shop released the Wizard PK Ring. The intrinsic brilliance of the gimmick, coupled
with an enticing marketing campaign, yielded explosive popularity. Magic magazines carried
glowing reviews and full-page ads. The buzz on web sites and magicians’ chat groups grew to a
deafening roar. Within months of its release, the PK ring became one of the top ten items sold
by magic dealers, and the item remained on that list for well over a year. A bevy of imitators
offered competing PK rings. Related products followed: one inventor devised a PK ring
accessory that functions in a manner similar to a thumb tip, dealers offered shim cards and steel-
core coins and Wizard released different ring styles and a DVD of PK ring routines. This
success is unsurprising. The PK ring -- a powerful magnet disguised as a gold or silver wedding
band -- represents one of the most ingenious gimmicks ever devised. The Wizard PK Ring was
not first gimmicked finger ring, as magicians have a long history of conjuring with similar items.
The Himber Ring, which allows a magician to link “borrowed” finger rings together, may be the
most famous predecessor. Jardine Ellis developed a larger ring with a shell, later produced as a
finger ring, which greatly simplified many ring-on-string and ring-on-stick type effects. Direct
antecedents of the PK ring -- such as the Elohim Ring and the MasteRing -- employed
embedded magnets. Unfortunately, in recent years, some high quality children’s magic sets
feature ridiculously oversized wooden finger rings studded with magnets. These gimmicks are



used to accomplish several effects, including a mentalism effect. This development prompted
one lay colleague of mine to observe that “based on my son’s magic kit, I thought all tricks were
accomplished with large magnetic rings.”But the PK ring differed radically from its forebears.
Forged entirely from neodymium, then coated in gold or silver, the ring looks like a common
wedding band. Yet its completely natural appearance effectively conceals a powerful 360°
magnetic force. Cost proved another advantage -- large-scale production of PK rings rendered
them relatively inexpensive, while rings like the MasteRing cost many times more. Incidentally,
while it is fairly certain that the World Magic Shop’s introduction of the ring represented an
innovation for the conjuring world, there is evidence to suggest that the idea of a spun
neodymium rare earth magnet concealed as a wedding band originated in a separate field.
Vendors catering to individuals who adhere to the probably erroneous belief that magnetic fields
offer health benefits produced similar items before the release of the Wizard PK ring. This is
unimportant in terms of credit for the invention -- many magic innovations are adaptations of
items manufactured for other purposes.To its many purchasers, the PK ring seems to offer
unlimited possibilities -- imagine a powerful magnet mounted openly on your finger but hidden in
a devilishly clever way. But what exactly does one do with it? The instruction booklet that came
with the first Wizard ring -- really more of a brochure -- offered only two ideas. First, the
manufacturer describes a coin through glass routine, which, alas, does not work with standard
U.S. coinage (the instructions suggest using steel-core, post-1995 British pennies). Second,
the booklet advises, the gimmick can be used to stop -- momentarily -- the second hand of an
analog watch, a lackluster effect discussed further in the chapter on electromagnetic
interference. So effectively employing this mischievous marvel requires experimentation.
To do so, one must wear the ring regularly, which you should do only if you usually wear a
wedding band or you can do so without undue suspicion. (If you can’t, please don’t bother
getting one. Fourteen-year-olds, for example, cannot use this gimmick.) With it on your finger all
the time, you’ll think of lots of uses for it. Indeed, omnipresence represents one of the device’s
strongest attributes -- and may be unique to the ring. You could try to wear a thumb tip regularly,
but would almost certainly get caught at some point and almost always feel like a lunatic. You
can carry a card wallet, yet most of the time it will remain in your pocket rather than your hand.
Gimmicked pens, such as the pen-thru-anything and ITR pens, probably come closest to the PK
ring’s ubiquity, but the ring on your finger provides continual access to its magical properties. You
should wear your ring habitually for two reasons. First, your acquaintances will grow
accustomed to its presence -- the more you wear it, the more invisible the ring will become.
Second, wearing it will encourage you to experiment with it. Having it on all the time will make
you think. Experimentation is critical because the true strengths of the PK ring lie
outside the areas in which it has been marketed. For example, some manufacturers and dealers
tout the ring’s potential for animation effects, however, its powers in this regard are extremely
limited. Meanwhile, its rarely discussed potential as a mentalism tool may well represent its
strongest use. Like any magic gimmick, the PK ring has some significant limitations.



Overcoming these challenges is critical to successfully designing routines and effects.1. The
Telltale Clink: Because of its strong magnetic force, the ring produces a loud clinking sound
when coming into contact with a bare metal item. Handled improperly, this sound can draw
unwarranted attention to the ring, and risk exposing the gimmick. This can be dealt with in
several ways, and you’ll find several approaches in the routines that follow. [1] The sound can
incorporated into the routine, either where a metal-on-metal sound is appropriate (such as in
“Satan’s Spheres Revisited”) or by introduction of a time delay element between the sound and
the effect (see “PK Forklift”). A muffling substance (like paper, cardboard or cloth) can be
introduced between the metal item and the ring. The utilization of an envelope or cloth bag in the
“The Great Train Robbery” presents one example. The clink may be abated in effects which
involve manipulating an item through a container, like a cup or envelope (see “Grampa’s Nuts”).
Finally, one can acquire or design non-metal items with metal cores, like the crocheted steel-
core balls used by Chop Cup workers, to use with the PK ring. 2. Breaking Up is Hard to Do -
Difficulty disengaging items represents another incidental effect from the ring’s powerful
magnetic force. Some of the approaches used to diminish the clink -- such as the use of a
muffling substance, a container or a steel-cored non-metal article -- can also be used to deal
with disengagement. Proper handling of a large metal article (like the fork in the “PK Forklift”)
can avert the difficulty of disengagement.3. Ring of Truth? - Some criticized the first
generation Wizard PK Ring -- a rather large, thick band -- as too unlike a conventional wedding
ring. It is a bit clunky in appearance. On the other hand, despite extensive use of a first
generation Wizard PK Ring, the only people who ever noticed it were two relatives familiar with
my real wedding ring (an unusual silver-and-gold striped band). Moreover, the second
generation of the Wizard ring, featuring a tapered design, resolved this issue, and several
competitive offering are sleeker than the original. If you are someone who has worn a wedding
ring in the past, try to get a PK ring as close in appearance as possible to your actual ring. 4.
Shattered! - If dropped or banged against a hard surface, the solid magnetic core of the original
Wizard PK ring could shatter, instantly reducing this beautiful device to a pile of magnet
fragments and bits of gold leaf. I shattered one during a particularly important presentation of
“Grampa’s Nuts.” It’s not a good feeling. The World Magic Shop recognized this problem, and
offered, as a customer accommodation, to replace broken rings, as did some magic shops.
Subsequent designs and/or competing models claim to abate this risk. However, proper
handling of the ring can virtually eliminate the problem.
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Gopal Rao, “fantastic. This book gave me a basis to really think and create my own effects.
Thanks for doing that rather than just teach me some new tricks.”

Emperial Magazine, “Great read. A good introduction to the world of magnetism, mentalism,
magic and illusionist traits,Author needs to release more pk ring revealing techniques...”

The book by Natalie Livingstone has a rating of  5 out of 3.2. 6 people have provided feedback.
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